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**Figure 1 about here**3 

 
Part 1: Understanding the Future of Science and Technology 

 
The saying “The future isn’t what it used to be,” is often attributed to Yogi Berra,4 
although he admitted (as one might also conclude about Elder J. Golden 
Kimball5), that he didn’t really say everything he said.6 The same aphorism was 



used by scientist and science fiction author Sir Arthur C. Clarke7 and later by 
Apple Computer co-founder Steve Jobs8 as a preface to their optimistic 
extrapolations about the future of technology. Although I would agree with 
Clarke and Jobs that a bright future for technology lies ahead, that is not the drift 
of the talk I intend to give today. 
 
More significant than the transformations that technology works upon us 
directly,9 more potent than the effects of any hallucinogenic drug on our thoughts 
and senses are the mind-altering impact of our changing conceptions about the 
future itself. Arthur C. Clarke observed: “Until a century ago nobody was very 
interested in the future for the simple reason that, apart from natural 
catastrophes and wars, the future was going to be the same as the past. A man 
knew that the pattern of his life would be the same as his great-grandfather’s, as 
far back as anyone could remember. Well, now we know differently.”10 
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The brilliant, problematic French poet and essayist Paul Valéry (1871-1945)12 
explained why “the future isn’t what it used to be” in 1937, long before any of the 
others I cited before.13 Wrote Valéry:14 
 

The future, like everything else, is no longer quite what it used to be. … We 
used to consider the unknown future as a simple combination of already 
known things, and the new was analyzed according to its unoriginal elements. 
But that is ended. … [T]he rules of the game are changed at every throw. No 
calculation of probabilities is possible. … Why? Because the … modern world 
is assuming the shape of man’s mind. Man has sought in nature all the means 
and powers that are necessary to make the things around him as unstable, 
volatile, and mobile as himself, as admirable, as absurd, as disconcerting and 



prodigious as his own mind. … If … we imprint the form of our mind on the 
human world, the world becomes all the more unforeseeable and assumes the 
mind’s [own] disorder. 
 

“Happily,” concludes Valéry, “these prophecies are idle. I am busy doing exactly 
what I explained the vanity of a few moments ago. I am looking ahead, therefore I 
am wrong.”15 
 
Since the far future is impossible to predict with any confidence, my burden 
today will be to share some candid observations about the present and the near 
future as it has to do with technology, technologists, and society — between now 
and, say, 2025 — a little less than ten years from now. In brief, I want to explain 
why I am not convinced that a technological apocalypse is “nigh at hand.”16 In 
addition, I cannot refrain from giving a little advice about the future. As the wise 
Duc de la Rochefoucauld said: “Old people like to give good advice, since they can 
no longer set bad examples.”17 
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First, a personal aside. I was the next-to-youngest in my family — my brother 
Scott and I were called “the little boys.” Scott and I were best buddies then, and 
have been close ever since. We were spoiled by our older brother and sisters. 
 
My sisters defended my quirks, reassuring my parents that I would someday turn 
out to be quite normal. My mother engendered in me a love of learning and of the 
Gospel. Though she never had the chance to attend college, she became very well 
educated woman through her wide reading on many subjects, including the 
scriptures and the “best books”18 of doctrinal and apologetic literature. 
 



My father was the first missionary and the first college graduate in his immediate 
family. He lovingly spurred me along in my scientific interests, providing me with 
a large cardboard box kept in the garage that was filled with motors, wind-up 
clocks, and vacuum-tube electronics that I could take apart and sometimes put 
back together. 
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One day at lunch, during the cold war years, after hearing me protest that I didn’t 
want eat my orange because I didn’t like the taste of the bitter white stuff that 
stuck on to the fruit after you peeled it, my Dad told me that the white stuff would 
protect me from radiation in the event of nuclear fallout. That creative fib not 
only solved the immediate problem in getting me to eat my orange but also 
convinced me that there was a real practical value to science. 
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One day my older brother, who I revered then and still revere now, convinced me 
that if I ran fast enough, I could be upstairs and downstairs at the same time. As I 
recall, my efforts to find out for myself whether that was true lasted long enough 
to provide amusement for all the family. Though I can’t say I succeeded in 
proving my brother’s hypothesis at the time, I was pleased when I later learned 
enough about quantum mechanics to vindicate the failures of my earlier 
experiments. 
 
I mention all this to convince you that my reflections today come out of a lifetime 
of watching how scientists and technologists work — sharing from personal 
experience both their inspiring dreams and their hopeless fantasies. 
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My day job is at the Florida Institute for Human and Machine Cognition, or 
IHMC for short.21 At IHMC, I feel very fortunate to work among researchers who 
are among the best in the world in their areas of specialty. 
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One of our most exciting moments in 2015 was the final phase of the DARPA 
Robotics Challenge.22 There, the IHMC team walked away with a million-dollar 
check and top honors among all participating American universities and research 



institutions, and all but one international competitor. Researchers at IHMC are 
passionate about science and technology. 
 
However, for the next few minutes, I’d like to share a few of the lessons I’ve 
learned, not about science and technology, but rather about scientists and 
technologists. If you understand scientists and technologists, you will be able to 
do a pretty good job in analyzing the news about science and technology, even if 
you do not understand the science and technology itself. 
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One thing I have learned about technologists is that they tend to be incurable 
optimists. For instance, consider the original caption on this photograph from the 
1930s: “This steel man is near enough to accuracy to explain the physiology of the 
human frame.”24 The two students at left are no doubt counting the number of 
ribs to make sure they are all there. This reminds me of a question I once heard 
posed about why young Primary children are often asked draw pictures of their 
fathers to show them on Fathers Day. The answer? Because the fathers want to 
know what they really look like. 
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When you look at the ups and downs in the lives of scientists and technologists, 
as shown here, it becomes understandable why they might suffer from incurable 
optimism, even when the face of reality glares at them fiercely between the eyes.26 
As is often expressed, with unfeigned sympathy, “There goes another beautiful 
theory about to be murdered by a brutal gang of facts.”27 The professional lives of 
researchers are inherently unstable, and in many cases their stubborn, 
unreasonable optimism gives them courage to engage in tedious — and often 
discouraging — work every day.28 
 
The stress of scientists and technologists is not merely a stress of the first order, 
like the kind that stems from high pressure and overwork, but also of the second 
order, which is something more existential in nature. Many researchers are 
passionate about the potential of their contributions, wanting to make a 
difference in important contemporary problems such as health, poverty, food 
production, and quality-of-life. Their stress is much like that of the struggling 
artist or of someone in the early, uncertain stages of a romantic relationship, 
“who really, really, really want[s] it to work, but lack[s] a clear model of how.”29 It 
is not just a matter of bulldozing one’s way to success by working incredibly hard 
or of becoming more and more sure through experience about “about which path 
to take, but [rather] about [the uncertainty of] whether the paths (and the 
destination!) are even real.”30 
 
And then, if it weren’t enough to be grappling with uncertainties relating to the 
scientific viability of the work, researchers usually have to be concerned just as 
deeply with the dizzyingly frequent changes in levels of public interest in the 
relevant ideas, which in turn drive the up and down trends of highly competitive 
funding in their particular lines of investigation. 
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Each year the Gartner Group publishes an annual update to their hype cycle.32 
The curve illustrates how the most successful emerging technologies rapidly 
trend upward toward a peak of “inflated expectations” before suddenly dropping 
down into a “trough of disillusionment.” Only a relative few such technologies 
sustain their popularity long enough to progress through a gradual “slope of 
enlightenment” and on to a “plateau of productivity.” 
 
Bad timing with respect to the hype cycle can be more destructive to the odds of 
success in executing a line of research than having a bad idea to begin with. The 
truth of this claim is evident in the sheer volume of bad ideas that are funded as 
soon as a given topic approaches the peak of the hype cycle. 
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This brings us to our first example, which sits at the very top of the 2015 Gartner 
hype cycle update: self-driving cars. 
 
  



Part 2: Self-Driving Cars 
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By way of introduction to this theme, I want to state that I admire the courage 
and creativity of pioneers such as Sebastian Thrun of Stanford University whose 
tireless research and fearless advocacy of self-driving cars at Google both created 
groundbreaking technologies and opened up what will surely prove to be one of 
the biggest transportation developments of the coming century. In January 2016, 
I was honored to participate in the 174th Dies Natalis ceremonies at the TU Delft, 
the top Dutch university for science and engineering, where Thrun received an 
honorary doctorate. I highly commend to anyone, regardless of their background 
in science and technology, the inspirational video made of his remarks at that 
event, entitled “Moonshot Thinking.”34 
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The Google Koala prototype that was publicly unveiled in the fall of 2015 is the 
most easily recognized self-driving car today. It is a successor to the early efforts 
of Thrun, and a tribute to him and to the many able researchers that have 
followed in his footsteps. With the fast-paced evolution of thinking that is 
currently taking place in the field, no doubt the vehicles of 2025 will look and 
function much differently than the prototypes of 2016. 
 
The image tells you about the current features of the Google Koals but it does not 
explicitly reveal what features of an ordinary car have been removed, namely, the 
steering wheel, the gas pedal, and the brake pedal.36 The omission of these three 
pieces of heretofore standard equipment is a specific example of the incurable 
optimism of technologists. 
 
Success in fielding large numbers of general-purpose self-driving cars meaning 
cars that are intended to successfully negotiate the vast majority of situations that 
manually driven cars do today as opposed to cars that operate in specific, well-
constrained niches — depends on solving several difficult problems. The biggest 
challenges are not in the basics of autonomous driving — getting from A to B. The 
devil is in the myriad details of unexpected events that can occur while driving.37 
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My colleague on the Nissan Science Advisory Council,39 Donald Norman says it 
this way: “We know two things about unexpected events: first, they always occur, 
and second, when they do occur, they are always unexpected.”40 He continues:41 
 

The conflict between human and machine actions is fundamental because 
machines, whatever their capabilities, simply do not know enough about the 
environment, the goals and motives of the people, and the special 
circumstances that invariably surround any set of activities. 

 
The California driving authority has tried to do something about this problem. As 
a result of ongoing discussions about the safety of autonomous vehicles, it has 
implemented rules whereby such vehicles are required “to have means whereby a 
person sitting in the car could intervene at any time, if the technology fails.”42 
Sounds like a good idea, right? 
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Here’s the rub: what Norman calls “halfway automation” or what other 
researchers sometimes call “the handoff problem.” In defense of Google’s 
apprehensions about allowing passengers to exert control in starting, stopping, 
and steering self-driving cars, “halfway automation” is sometimes a much bigger 
problem than full automation:44 
 

I once argued[, writes Norman,] that the current state of automation was 
fundamentally unsound because it was in the dangerous middle ground, 
neither fully automated nor fully manual. Either have no automation or full 
automation, I argued, but what we have today is halfway automation. Even 
worse, the system takes over when the going is easy and gives up, usually 
without any warning, when the going gets tough — just the reverse of what 
you would want. … 
 
If one cannot automate fully, then the automation that is possible must be 
applied with great care, sometimes not being invoked, sometimes requiring 
more human participation than is really needed in order to keep the human 
drivers informed and attentive. 
 
Full manual control of automobiles is dangerous. Fully automatic control will 
be safer. The difficulty lies in the transition toward full automation, when only 
some things will be automated, when different vehicles will have different 
capabilities, and when even the automation that is installed will be limited in 
capability. I fear that while the partial automation of driving will lead to fewer 
accidents, the accidents that do happen will be greater in magnitude, involve 
more cars, and exact a higher toll. The joint relationship between machines 
and their humans must be approached with caution.45 
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The incurable optimism of researchers must be handled with extreme deftness 
and skill by traditional auto company CEOs. This is not only because they need to 
temper public expectations but also because many are hoping for partnerships 
with technology companies such as Google and Apple.47 In a 2015 article entitled 
“Will Nissan beat Google and Uber to self-driving taxis?” Nissan’s interest in 
research and development of fleet management services for autonomous vehicles 
was leaked to the public through a California Public Records Act request.48 
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On the drizzly day of January 6, 2016, our research team participated with our 
colleagues at NASA and Nissan in a series of demonstrations of Nissan 
autonomous driving technologies to various executives, including the chairman 
and CEO of the Renault-Nissan alliance, Carlos Ghosn. Situations as 
commonplace as bad weather and standing water or snow on roadways can wreak 
havoc with self-driving automobile sensors, which is one reason why road testing 
occurs in California much more than it does in Alaska. Fortunately, the drizzle 
cleared up quickly, and the demonstrations went forward successfully.50 
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The next day, The New York Times reported Carlos Ghosn’s announcement that 
Nissan:52 
 

would introduce ten new autonomous vehicles in the next four years. 
 
Elon Musk, the chief executive of Tesla, upped the ante. In a conference call 
with reporters …, he asserted that the so-called Autopilot feature introduced 
in the Tesla Model S last fall was “probably better than a person right now.” 
 
Mr. Musk also said that within a year or two, it would be technically feasible 
to summon a Tesla from the opposite side of the country. 
 
But[, continued the Times,] there is a growing gap between what these 
executives are saying and what most people think of when they hear 
executives or scientists describing … driverless cars. 
 



What Mr. Musk and Mr. Ghosn are describing — cross-country-driving 
hyperbole aside — are cars with advanced capabilities that can help drive or 
even take over in tricky situations like parallel parking on a busy street. 
 
Truly autonomous cars that do all the work, like the bubble-shaped vehicles 
Google has been testing near its Silicon Valley campus, are still at least a 
decade away from ferrying people around town. 
 

Mary (Missy) Cummings, another colleague who served for a time on the Nissan 
Science Advisory Council gave insightful, sobering testimony to the U.S. Senate 
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation on March 15, 2016 of 
some of the “scenarios that highlight limitations of current self-driving car 
technologies,” concluding with these words:53 

 
Let me reiterate that as a professor in the field of robotics and human 
interaction, I am wholeheartedly in support of the research and development 
of self-driving cars. But these systems will not be ready for fielding until we 
move away from superficial demonstrations to principled, evidenced-based 
tests and evaluations, including testing human/autonomous system 
interactions and sensor and system vulnerabilities in environmental 
extremes. To this end, in collaboration with private industry, [the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration] should be providing strong leadership 
and guidance in this space. 
 

  



Part 3: Superintelligence Through Artificial Computational “Brains” 
 
Now I’d like to say a few words about one of the most incredible example today of 
the incurable optimism of researchers, namely the building of what has been 
termed “superintelligence.”54 
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Tremendous progress in our imaginings about superintelligence has taken place 
in my lifetime. When I was a child, it was too far-fetched to think that anyone 
could actually build a superintelligence, so the best that science fiction could offer 
us was to help us imagine a real human brain, kept alive in a jar and tethered 
with wires, that was bent on either controlling or destroying the world. Thanks to 
the broadening of our imaginations in the computer age, we have substituted the 
outmoded idea of a real brain in a jar with two new and improved substitutes that 
have become the subject of countless blockbuster films: 1) the omniscient 
supercomputer, a completely artificial brain (discussed in this article, Part 3);55 
and 2) the omniscient mind, a natural human brain that has been uploaded to a 
network of supercomputers (discussed in the next article in the series, Part 4). 
Both of these new options for superintelligence — and a few others besides — are 
being hotly pursued by researchers. 
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As to the omniscient supercomputer, the current front-runner is IBM Watson, 
which shares conceptual genes with Arthur C. Clarke’s HAL 9000 from 2001: A 
Space Odyssey. Although transposing the letters H-A-L one letter forward 
produces I-B-M, any deliberate connection was adamantly denied by Clarke, 
though later embraced by IBM.57 
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From a research perspective, Watson also shares conceptual genes with Doug 
Lenat’s Cyc (as in encyclopedia), an ambitious multi-decade project to build a 
general purpose AI that has failed to yield the fruits its originators have always 
dreamed of.59 However, unlike the current version of Cyc, for which bits of 
knowledge usually have been crafted by hand, the current version of Watson has 
the advantage of being able to ingest large swaths of the Internet to expand its 
knowledge base.60 Fresh from the media frenzy that coincided with their win on 
Jeopardy! in 2011, IBM began announcing the beginning of “The Cognitive Era” 
in computing (which, not coincidentally, was shown on their timeline has having 
begun suddenly in 2011)61 and news headlines shouted out memes like “IBM aims 
to build artificial human brain within 10 years.”62 
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To the disappointment of IBM, Watson has not taken off with the speed and glory 
that they initially hoped since its public debut. Indeed, Jeopardy! has been the 
only application for Watson that has made much of a splash with the public. 
IBM’s website currently lists only few dozen small company and institutional 
application partners, and a February 2016 article touts with unabashed optimism 
“future potential” much more than it parades details of its current successes over 
the last five years.64 As a super-smart search engine, a capability for complex 
classification or diagnosis problems, or a natural-language-based analytic 
assistant, it has great potential. As a superintelligence that matches the ambitions 
of HAL, I predict it will continue to fall short for the foreseeable future. The top 
researchers at IBM must already know this; though the sales and marketing folks 
still seem to be in denial. 
 
Among the challenges for any machine aspiring to HAL 9000 capabilities — in 
addition to whatever competence it may have been designed to demonstrate in its 



particular area of expertise — is commonsense reasoning (e.g., “Who is taller, 
Prince William or his baby son Prince George? Can you make a salad out of a 
polyester shirt? If you stick a pin into a carrot, does it make a hole in the carrot or 
in the pin?”). Commonsense reasoning is a remarkable but unheralded capability 
that people rely on in nearly every situation but that has been recognized by AI 
researchers as “one critical area where progress has been extremely slow.”65 
 
Another underappreciated garden-variety human capability is to be able to sense 
and understand changes in the world or in a given situation that require adapting 
or abandoning the current course of action in order to respond to something 
more important or urgent (e.g., the problem the machine is currently working on 
has just been resolved by another means (or has not become irrelevant or 
unachievable for some reason), an earthquake has occurred, a fight has broken 
out, or a literal or figurative elephant has entered the room). Today’s machines 
are not typically made to continually sense and understand the wide range of 
global and local phenomena to which people attend, let alone to make the kinds 
of appropriate adaptations to context that come almost naturally to humans. 
Moreover, since today’s machines are not “aware” of the fact that the world itself 
is distinct from their limited and contextually impoverished model of the world — 
their particular “map” of the features of the world that are relevant to what they 
are designed to do —they must rely on humans to keep them and their models in 
tune with the changing dynamics of the real world in which they operate.66 
 
Pragmatics — a word that researchers usually associate with the study of 
language but which is just as important for studying every other kind of action — 
is another challenging problem for any machine that needs to be understood by 
people or other machines.67 The theoretical study of natural languages is usually 
divided into three areas: syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Syntax is the study of 
the words of a given language and the rules that dictate how these words combine 
to form legal expressions (i.e., its grammar). Within “speech act theory” — often 
used as the basis for communication among intelligent machines — semantics 
and pragmatics combine to account for what the expressions of the language 
mean. For example, a sentence like “It is cold in this room” has both a syntactic 
analysis and a literal, semantic meaning which is constant across all of its 
possible uses: namely, that the temperature in the room is cold relative to the 
speaker. 
 
However, pragmatics deals with the fact that the speech act that a speaker 
intends to perform by using this sentence depends on the context of its utterance. 
The sentence could be used to state a fact, request that the listener close a 
window, warn the listener not to enter the room, ironically state just the opposite 
of what the statement means (e.g., saying that the room is cold for humorous 
effect when the room is actually very hot), or for some other reason. In fact, 
natural language utterances are often used for several purposes at once — 
including strengthening or weakening whatever social relationships hold among 
those involved in the conversation (e.g., deliberately saying something in a way 



that will be understood one way by some of the listeners and a different way by 
others). 
 
Obviously, it is much easier to design machines that are good at simply 
understanding the literal meaning of speech and actions than to endow them 
with the more human-like ability to understand the myriad implications of 
making a statement or performing an action in a specific situation at a given time 
in the presence of particular individuals. The following story illustrates both the 
power of that the proper exercise of knowledge about pragmatics can have in 
achieving desired results and the current limitations that machines have in that 
very respect. 
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Besides Watson, you may also remember another famous game-playing computer 
from IBM from two decades ago named Deep Blue.69 In 1996, Garry Kasparov 
beat Deep Blue, winning three matches and drawing two:70 
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The next year, he played against a new and improved Deep Blue and lost the 
match. Once again, the psychological toll of facing off against an inscrutable 
opponent played a key role. Although he easily won the first game, Deep Blue 
dominated the second. Kasparov … was visibly perturbed — sighing and 
rubbing his face — before he abruptly stood and walked away, forfeiting the 
match. 
 
He later said he was again riled by a move the computer made that was so 
surprising, so un-machine-like, that he was sure the IBM team had cheated. 
What it may have been, in fact, was a glitch in Deep Blue’s programming: [In 
2014, one the designers of Deep Blue revealed what he believed happened:] 
Faced with too many options and no clear preference, the computer chose a 
move at random. … [T]he move that threw Kasparov off his game and 
changed the momentum of the match was not a feature, but a bug.72 

 
What lessons could be drawn from this story? The first and most obvious lesson 
is that it is very difficult to anticipate and understand the size of the impact that a 
seemingly innocuous design rule (i.e., “choose a random move when there are too 
many options and no clear preference among them”) may have in a specific, 
unforeseen situation. The second lesson is that if Deep Blue had been intelligent 
enough to understand the pragmatic effect of an inscrutable, random move on its 
opponent (something that a human expert might plausibly have anticipated), its 
move could have been heralded as a brilliant feature rather than derided as a bug. 
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Fast-forward to 2016. Google, a company that runs off of 2 billion lines of code 
“in a single code repository available to all 25,000 Google engineers,”74 now 
dominates large-scale computing. “By comparison, Microsoft’s Windows 
operating system — one of the most complex software tools ever built for a single 
computer, a project under development since the 1980s — is likely in the realm of 
50 million lines”75 — only 2 ½ per cent of the size of Google’s shared code base. 
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By its formidable computing prowess, Google has well earned the right to 
challenge the human champions of Go, reputed to be the most complex game 
ever invented. Go is exponentially complex, with each move in the game 
presenting another 250 possible moves.77 For this reason, mere “doublings in 
computing power and Monte Carlo approaches have been … inadequate.”78 In 
January 2016, when Google’s AlphaGo program beat the European Go champion 
5-0, one of my research colleagues quipped: “My reaction when this happened 
was the same as Ken Jennings when beaten by Watson at Jeopardy! — ‘I for one 
welcome our new computer overlords.’ But first I want to see them win the pie-
eating contest. ;)”79 Two months later, AlphaGo beat Lee Sedol, a world-
renowned South Korean master of Go.80 As of 20 June 2016, AlphaGo was listed 
as the number two player in the world, according to GoRatings.org.81 
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What makes all this important is not merely that AlphaGo was able to play 
successfully against formidable human opponents, but rather the degree to which 
it represented a significant shift in emphasis in how the game was played by the 
machine. My son Robert W. Bradshaw, who works for Google and knows a lot 
more than I do about AlphaGo’s approach, outlined two reasons why an 
alternative was needed to typical game-playing strategies that rely largely on 
high-powered look-ahead searches through the space of possible future moves to 
see what current move would be most likely to lead to a later advantage. First, 
because the search space of possible moves in Go is so large, simply outpacing the 
human through extensive search is no longer feasible — there is no practical 
alternative at the current time but to use machine learning to a much greater 
degree. Second, because there are relatively few expert-level games available for 
the machine to learn from, machine-learning strategies needed to be pushed 
further than ever before in order to yield more results with less training data. The 



aspiration of the researchers is for the machine to develop something “akin to an 
intuition about what good positions and moves are.” Although this is not the first 
time that people have tried to attack the problem of playing Go using machine 
learning, it is the first time they’ve figured out how to do it effectively — and the 
value of the novel techniques that have come out of this research do not seem to 
be confined to playing Go. Writes Robert:83 
 

I personally find this most exciting because a lot of improvements in [machine 
learning] seem to have been due to being able to train on orders of magnitude 
more data (which, of course, is non-trivial theoretical and engineering 
challenge), but once you’ve trained on (say) all digitized bilingual text in the 
world there’s not much further to go from there. These techniques are starting 
to explore the path of more effectively extracting “intelligence” out of 
(relatively) smaller corpora of data. It’s also techniques like this that will allow 
it to produce results *better* than the data it trained on, which is a more 
fascinating proposition. 
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Despite such exciting advances, an panel sponsored by the United States White 
House Office of Science and Technology Policy concluded in May 2016 that “A. I. 
research is still far from matching the flexibility and learning capability of the 
human mind. … ‘The A. I. community keeps climbing one mountain after 
another, and as it gets to the top of each mountain, it sees ahead still more 
mountains,’” 85 summarized one of the scientists. Another researcher observed 
that “attention-getting feats like Google’s AlphaGo program … had plenty of 
humans behind the machine doing the work” — at least for the foreseeable 
future.86 
  



Part 4: Superintelligence Through Natural, Uploaded Brains (Can We 
Become Immortal and Superintelligent By Uploading Our Brains to 

Supercomputers?) 
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An alternative to omniscient supercomputers that leverage traditional 
computational approaches to achieve superintelligence was introduced in a series 
of books by Ray Kurzweil, the most well known of modern-day transhumanists. 
There is a wide variety of opinion on the definition and goals of Transhumanism, 
but most would probably agree with the relevant Wikipedia article that it has as a 
major focus “the potential benefits and dangers of emerging technologies that 
could overcome fundamental human limitations.”88 This would typically include 
the idea “that human beings may eventually be able to transform themselves into 
beings with such greatly expanded abilities as to merit the label ‘posthuman.’”89 
 
Ray Kurzweil has achieved notoriety for his technology predictions, which he 
claims have been accurate 86-95% of the time.90 However, the discrepancies 
between his self-assessments and the assessment of others of his accuracy 
resemble the differences between Donald Trump’s claims about Trump 
University and the claims of everyone else.91 As one critic concludes: “On close 
examination, [Kurzweil’s] clearest and most successful predictions often lack 
originality or profundity. And most of his predictions come with so many 
loopholes that they border on the unfalsifiable.”92 
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In Kurzweil’s defense, other experts fare equally poorly in their predictions about 
the future of AI, differing little from the opinions of non-experts in what they say 
or how accurate they are.94 For example, this graph shows experts’ and non-
experts’ median-estimates for when “human-level” AI will appear, graphed 
against the date of prediction.95 The predictions of both experts and non-experts 
are all over the map. 
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Notably, “there is a strong tendency to predict AI within 15 to 25 years[, 
regardless of] when the prediction is made.”97 
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In Kurzweil’s 2005 book, The Singularity is Near: When Humans Transcend 
Biology,98 he predicts a future where, in “[f]using themselves with machines, 
humans can leave the flesh behind.”99 In the meantime, “set[ting] out a plan of 
diet, exercise, vitamin supplementation, and preventive medical care” will, he 
believes, “enhance longevity to the point where technology can overcome 
mortality.”100 In other words, Kurzweil is doing everything he can to live long 
enough in mortality so that he can make himself immortal through technology. 
 
Overall, John Gray sees Kurzweil’s program being “best understood as a version 
of process theology.”101 “It is not essentially different from Gorky’s fantasy of 
humans evolving to become pure thought. … The virtual afterlife is a high-tech 
variant of the Spiritualist Summerland, while accelerated evolution in cyber-
space is an updated version of Myers’ Victorian dream of progress in the after-
world.”102 
 
LDS scholar and academic physician Samuel M. Brown has raised concerns about 
programs that seek to increase longevity and promote athletic, cognitive, and 
psychiatric enhancements to the body through science and technology. While 
acknowledging that there is a place for biomedical interventions to relieve 
suffering and to enable individuals to perform normal human functions, and also 
realizing that Mormonism is at heart a program for human betterment in both 
the spiritual and physical dimensions, Brown expresses a few of his many 
concerns as follows:103 
 



For some, framing enhancement as the medical approximation of resurrection 
will make biomedical enhancements seem like nothing quite so much as the 
Tower of Babel narrative, when, according to early Latter-day Saints, people 
sought to build their own ladder to heaven on the plain of Shinar. From this 
Babel perspective, believers could argue that it is the one who makes us 
immortal rather than the mere fact of immortality that matters most. The 
perfect immortality of the afterlife comes through Christ and a moral 
transformation, while the perfect immortality of biomedical enhancement 
comes merely at the price of purchased technology. Mormons could argue that 
God has already “enhanced” Enoch’s city, the Apostle John, and the Three 
Nephites. To turn that holy process into the equivalent of a  steroid-
augmented athletic context seems a sacrilege. Many Latter-day Saints belive 
that we should focus on changing our hearts; in his due time, God will change 
our bodies. In the other envisioned enhancement of the body, there is no 
attendant change of heart. … 
 
How, in [the] calculus [of proponents of science-based programs for human 
enhancement], does one distinguish an enlightened society of mortals from a 
benighted society of immortals? What does it mean to live smart, healthy, and 
long without a soul (either in the metaphysical or metaphorical sense)? For 
believers in the Christian scriptures, this would seem to be a textbook case of 
what Jesus described as losing life in the attempt to save it.104 In the absence 
of an overarching system of meaning, what makes [their] goals any less 
arbitrary than the goals espoused by others — such as Michael Sandel or Leon 
Kass — to experience the emotion of humility or to appreciate the poignancy 
of our temporary existence? 
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Apart from the philosophical, ethical, and theological overtones of attempts to 
achieve superintelligence and immortality through technology (including, for 
LDS believers, the question about how the spirit, mind and body relate), what can 
be said about the scientific feasibility of uploading our physical brains to a 
computer? There has been some credible thinking on this topic, as well as some 
very unsound proposals that Brown describes as evincing “an almost Pollyannish 
certainty that biomedical science will succeed [that] gives [such arguments] an 
air of science fiction.”106 Regardless of one’s opinion on the ultimate prospects of 
success of programs that seek to enhance or ultimately re-embody the brain in 
silicon, nearly every expert on the topic agrees at least that the many remaining 
challenges would not be overcome “in the near future.”107 Before you can upload a 
brain, you need to be able to model it adequately — that challenge is the subject 
of the next article in this series. Before we leave the current topic, however, there 
are a few additional things that must be said. 
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What Would We Do With a Thousand Uninterrupted Years of Life? 
 
As I have reflected on the possible complications of what might happen if our 
lives on earth could be extended indefinitely through technology, I have 
sometimes mused about the reasons that humans were made in such a way that 
we must spend a significant fraction of time each day in sleep. Could it be, I 
wonder, that if our bodies could do without sleep and we could be up and about 
nonstop, 24 by 7, we’d use the extra time to create more mischief and get 
ourselves into even deeper trouble than we already do? This was exactly the 
situation of the legendary Watchers we read about in Jewish pseudepigrapha. 
Hugh Nibley summarized accounts that describe their era as being:109 
 



… the time of great intellectual as well as material sophistication.110 … The 
leaders of the people devoted most of their wealth to all kinds of engineering 
projects for controlling and tempering nature. But the Lord altered the order 
of creation, making the sun rise in the west and set in the east, so that all 
their plans came to naught.111 The idea of controlling the environment 
independently of God was not so foolish as it sounds, says the Zohar, “for 
they knew all the arts … and all the ruling chieftains [archons] in charge of 
the world, and on this knowledge they relied, until at length God disabused 
them by restoring the earth to its primitive state and covering it with 
water.”112 Rabbi Isaac reports: “In the days of Enoch even children were 
acquainted with these mysterious arts [the advanced sciences]. Said R. Yesa: 
If so, how could they be so blind as not to know that God intended to bring 
the Flood upon them and destroy them? R. Isaac replied: They did know” but 
they thought they were smart enough to prevent it. “What they did not know 
was that God rules the world. … God gave them a respite all the time that the 
righteous men Jered, Methuselah, and Enoch were alive; but when they 
departed from the world, God let punishment descend …, ‘and they were 
blotted out from the earth.’”113 
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While it may be true that some of us, if we were granted immortality in our 
current, imperfect state, might use our time like the legendary Watchers — to 
push science and technology aggressively in foolish and shortsighted directions — 
I think that most of us would instead simply languish in more mundane fashion, 
wasting our time in the same kinds of selfish and worthless pursuits we are 
drawn into right now. As evidence for such a proposition, we might apply the 
words of Amulek, who reminds us of the obvious yet often ignored truth that 
“that same spirit which doth possess your bodies at the time that ye go out of this 



[mortal] life, that same spirit [would] have power to possess your body in that 
eternal world”115 of unending life. Likewise, D&C 88:28 is very clear: “your glory 
[in the resurrection] shall be that glory by which your bodies are quickened” in 
this mortal sphere. We will not suddenly and automatically advance from telestial 
to celestial thinking and living at the moment we are called forth from the grave. 
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Playing off the overoptimistic title of William Blake’s Marriage of Heaven and 
Hell, C. S. Lewis entertainingly depicts the wide gap that actually exists between 
them in The Great Divorce. Lewis describes a telestial world with “mean streets” 
that is “always in the rain and always in evening twilight”117 — in other words, a 
world not too much unlike our own. “However far I went I found only dingy 
lodging houses, small tobacconists, boardings from which posters hung in rags, 
windowless warehouses, goods stations without trains, and bookshops of the sort 
that sell The Works of Aristotle.”118 
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The town was devoid of people, except for a contentious queue of people waiting 
for a bus. Where was everyone else? Someone explains:120 
 

The trouble is that they’re so quarrelsome. As soon as anyone arrives [in 
town] he settles in some street. Before he’s been there twenty-four hours he 
quarrels with his neighbor. Before the week is over he’s quarreled so badly 
that he decides to move. … If by any chance the street is full, he goes further. 
But even if he stays, it makes no odds. He’s rue to have another quarrel pretty 
soon and then he’ll move on again. Finally he’ll move right out to the edge of 
the town. … That place where we caught the bus is thousands of miles form 
the Civic Center where all the newcomers arrive from earth. … [The people 
who came long ago have] been moving on and on. Getting further apart. 
They’re so far off by now that they could never think of coming to the bus stop 
at all. 
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The bus departs regularly for heaven. A few go there every day, but hardly anyone 
stays. They prefer living in hell.122 
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Some years ago, Hugh Nibley gave the students in his BYU honors class an 
unusual midterm assignment. He described that experience as follows:124 
 



I asked them … to assume that they had been guaranteed a thousand 
uninterrupted years of life here on earth, with all their wants and needs 
adequately funded: How would you plan to spend the rest of your lives here? I 
explained that this is not a hypothetical proposition, since this is the very 
situation the Gospel puts us in. Whether we want to or not, we are doomed to 
live forever — even the wicked — for “they cannot die.”125 In accepting the 
Gospel, we are already launched into our eternal program. … We are taught to 
think of ourselves here and now as living in eternity, and how can it be 
otherwise, since the contracts we make and the rules we live by are expressly 
“for time and eternity”? 
 
So I asked them, “How are you going to get started on that thousand-year 
introduction to a timeless existence?” … Here are some typical answers: 

 
Overwhelmed by the proposition … [I] would have to refuse it. … 
 
First I would go crazy, … then I would be bored after 100 years. … 
 
I would not want to live here that long. I would make long-term 
investments in the money markets, … would complete my education in 
business, get an MBA, would find a part-time job and teach my children 
the value of work. … 
 
It’s not a nice question, the pressure would be too great from people who 
would like money from me. How should I pay tithing on it? How would I 
use all that money? [For this person[, notes Nibley,] the whole question is 
an economic one.] 
 
I would spend my time in recreation with some serious moments. For a 
sense of success, I might build or write something. 
 
I don’t know if I would want a thousand years. … Travel, study, and teach. 
 
Could be a blessing or a cursing; I would excel in athletics and general 
education, would procrastinate a good deal, live in the style of the well-to-
do, … shopping, camping, dancing. … 
 
I could do nearly everything there was to do several times over. Perform 
service and drive a Porsche 911. … 
 
I would turn it down. This life is okay, but I am anxious to get on with my 
progression in the hereafter. [Doing what? [asks Nibley.] This is your 
progression into the hereafter!] 

 
And so it goes[, continues Nibley]. No wonder [Shakespeare’s] Hamlet finds a 
world of such people “weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable.”126 “What is a man” 



he asks, “if his chief good and market of his time be but to sleep and feed? A 
beast, no more.”127 … 
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What do people do in an eternal society? A recent news item … tells us of a 
once flourishing but now decaying mill town in which the population find 
themselves with all the time in the world on their hands. And what do they 
do? They spend their days watching [videos]. Instead of exploiting an 
opportunity for … “plain living and high thinking,” … they fall back on the 
paralyzing theatromania,129 which was the final comfort of the last days of 
Rome. 
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President Harold B. Lee[, continues Brother Nibley,] once … told us how at a 
meeting of [a stake] high council the question of the hereafter came up. One of 
the group, an undertaker, humorously noted that he would have to change his 
profession. Upon this, a dentist chimed in and confessed that he was in the 
same case; next an insurance man … admitted that there would not be much 
call for his talents, and then a used car salesman saw only limited prospects 
for his own business, as did the … real estate [agent] in the group, and so it 
went. If these men were not to dedicate themselves to making money, what 
would they do? A thousand years of guaranteed livelihood rule out the 
necessity of almost all the professions, businesses, and industries that thrive 
on the defects of our bodies and the insecurity of our minds.131 

 
For these and other reasons, I don’t think there are very many of us who are now 
ready for immortality — let alone eternal life. 
 
  



Part 5: How Close Are We To Being Able To Model the Brain? 
 
In the previous section, we assessed the prospects of success of programs that 
seek to enhance or ultimately re-embody the brain in silicon, concluding that 
nearly every mainstream scientist who studies the topic agrees, at least, that the 
many remaining challenges will not be overcome “in the near future.”132 Among 
these difficulties is the fact that before you can upload a brain, you need to be 
able to model it adequately. In this article we touch briefly on two examples, 
human vision and memory, to illustrate the formidable challenge of modeling the 
brain’s structure and functions. 
 
The Challenge of Modeling the Structure of the Brain 
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In January 2014, I took this photo outside the headquarters of the Defense 
Science Organization (DSO) in Singapore. It was created in 2003 by a famous 
local sculptor named Han Sai Por (1943-) who entitled it Tropical Brain Forest. 
Originally, the brains were painted brightly in pink and green to mirror the 
theme. Although the foldings of the cerebral cortex are beautiful to behold, the 
real complexity of the brain cannot, of course, be fully appreciated from a 
superficial perspective. 
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Three months later, I paid a visit to Jim Olds, Director of the Krasnow Institute 
for Advanced Study at George Washington University, head of the Directorate for 
Biological Sciences for the National Science Foundation, with whom I had served 
on the External Advisory Board for the Cognitive Science Program at Sandia 
National Laboratory. He showed me this 2012 sculpture, entitled Mental Floss. 
The sculpture is a network model of just a small part of a rodent brain, the 
hippocampus. 
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This photo gives some idea of the detailed work that went into the making of the 
sculpture:136 
 

The team [who created the sculpture, led by Professor Giorgio A. Ascoli,] 
selected 13 representative neuronal morphologies of the major hippocampal 
areas (dentate gyrus, CA3, CA1, and enthorhinal cortex), color-coding their 
complex axons (output trees) and dendrites (input trees). 
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The neurons were scaled and registered in virtual reality against a three-
dimensional reconstruction of the rodent hippocampus. … The resulting 
model included excitatory projection neurons, inhibitory local neurons, and a 
sample of their characteristic potential circuit neurons. 
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The research of Professor Ascoli and his colleagues “aims to understand how the 
brain relates to the mind at the level of neuronal morphology – the “shape” of 
nerve cells”139 — and its effect on neuronal electrophysiology.140 Although the 100 
billion neurons in our brains share a basic structure, they “are not exactly similar, 
and in fact have an astonishing diversity that leaves scientists with much to 
discover.”141 By way of contrast to the relatively simple and uniform models of so-
called “neural networks” that are typically used in today’s computer simulations, 
“over the past ten years, [Ascoli’s] group has [developed] 3D digital 
reconstructions of over 35,000 neurons from dozens of species and brain regions 
and [the number of different models] continues to grow.”142  And, of course, a 
better understanding of brain structure will require much further study, not only 
at the neuronal level at which Ascoli’s team is working, but also at the level of 
larger, hierarchically organized structures within the brain. 
 
As thrilling as are the many current attempts to implement massively parallel 
computing architectures capable of packing the requisite number of “neurons” 
into a small, low-power package,143 building a brain is much more than scaling up 
the number of processors while scaling down their size and power requirements 
— as credible mainstream scientists are well aware.144 
 
The Challenge of Modeling the Functions of the Brain 
 
Although the focus of many researchers to date has been on replicating the 
detailed structure of the human brain, we should not forget the equally or 
perhaps more daunting challenge of understanding how the brain works: 
reproducing the complex details of its functions and processes. 
 
There are many popular, persistent myths about the way the brain works — for 
example the erroneous idea that we only use a small percentage of the brain145 or 
exaggerated notions about people being right-brained or left-brained.146 Here, I 
will touch briefly on only two of these: 1) the myth that the human visual system 
works like a simple camera; and 2) the myth that human memory works like 
today’s computer “memory.” 
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The first thing to know about such human sensory and cognitive processes is that 
they are active, not passive. Visual data is not simply taken in passively as in a 
simple camera that focuses the light from an entire scene through the lens and 
onto a sensor; memory is not laid down in the brain as simple traces of 
experience that, in principle, could be retrieved intact at a later time, like a series 
of bits in computer memory. Instead, the brain relies not only on complex 
feedback mechanisms that shape learning based on past experience, but also on 
feedforward mechanisms that direct cognitive processes by anticipating future 
experience. As a rough analogy you can think of these feedforward mechanisms 
as if they were part of an automatic railroad track laying system like the one 
shown above that first lays out the track ahead of itself, and then follows the track 
it has made in order to control its forward movement.148 
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Active vision: The eye is not a simple camera. As a first example of the 
active, feedforward nature of human cognition, consider this figure, from an 
overview of brain mechanisms for active vision written by Robert H. Wurtz, a 
National Institutes of Health Distinguished Investigator at the National Eye 
Institute. The image is a record of eye gaze for a human viewer looking at Georges 
Seurat’s famous painting Sunday on the Island of La Grande Jatte for three 
minutes. “Saccades[, rapid eye movements that occur two or three times each 
second,] are represented by black lines, and intervening periods when the eyes 
are stationary (fixations) are represented by white circles. … Note that the 
fixations are not to random locations, but rather to points of likely interest”150  
which, of course, may change, even for the same person at different times and in 
different contexts. “Why bother with all these saccades? Why not just hold the 
eye steady and inspect the painting?”151  To answer these questions, one must 
know something about the varying resolution of the retina, the surface at the back 
of the eye that receives light:152 
 

The retina is equipped with receptors that respond to light, dark, and color, 
but it does not have uniform resolution across its surface. The highest 
receptor density is found in the central region of the retina, called the fovea, 
which gives us the highest visual resolution and enables us to see small 
details. Retinal areas outside this central region, responding to light from the 
periphery, have a lower density of receptors and therefore lower resolution. 
Thus, the viewer enjoying the Seurat painting is essentially using the fovea to 
examine the rich detail, jumping from one part of the painting to another. In 
the three minutes of saccades shown in [the figure], the viewer examines the 
details in a substantial fraction of the painting, but never sees the whole scene 
at once. 



 
How do subjects pick the next object to examine? Using their peripheral 
retina, subjects can see objects in the field at a relatively low resolution and 
select ones of potential interest to examine next. This shift of attention from 
one item to the next accompanies each saccade. This selection is not random: 
if we look at the saccades superimposed on the Seurat painting, we can see 
that the trees at the top of the painting and the grass at the bottom are largely 
ignored; in contrast, faces, dresses, and other significant objects are 
frequently inspected. … 
 
The goal of … saccades is to bring images to the fovea for detailed analysis. 
Even though these saccades displace the image of the whole visual field on the 
retina, the system operates so perfectly that we regard the scene as serenely 
stable. 

 
In short, the eye and brain work together much differently than does a simple 
camera. And, as complex as what we have described above may seem, Wurtz 
points out that the many components that underlie active vision are “only a small 
part of the larger brain systems involved with sensation and motor control. In 
turn, the puzzle of how these systems operate to produce action is just one of 
many global questions about how the brain produces all behavior, including 
learning, memory, and emotion; and even how consciousness arises from brain 
activity.”153 But since the state of the art in current research on these topics still 
leaves many important questions unanswered, Wurtz admits that he has no 
choice but to rely on “the classic approach of reducing the overwhelming 
complexities of the brain to more easily understood fragments” by considering 
active vision in isolation.154 
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Reconstructive memory: The brain is not a simple canvas. As a second 
example of the active, feedforward nature of human cognition, consider the 
complex and still somewhat mysterious phenomenon of memory. Salvador Dali’s 
famous images of the pliable, melting pocket watches make a fitting 
representation of the contrast between a naïve, static perception of time and 
events and the actual fluid and dynamic nature of memory.  
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Pioneering studies of the fluid and dynamic nature of memory were made early in 
the 20th century by the British experimental psychologist, Frederic C. Bartlett 
(1886-1969).157 His experiments on how people remembered stories and pictures 
over time showed that the “accuracy” of memory was not simply a function of 
some original, pristine trace gradually fading away, similar to what happens 
when a photographic print is continuously exposed to sunlight. Rather, Bartlett 
showed that the reason our recall of complex scenes, narratives, or situations 
becomes confused is because every perception and every memory is made in the 
context of our knowledge, emotions, motivations, and expectations at the time of 
the experience. Moreover, our memories of the past are unconsciously associated 
and colored with later attitudes and memories laid down after the fact in a way 
that sometimes makes it nearly impossible to tease them out:158 
 

Bartlett’s participants were asked to reproduce stories taken from the folklore 
of other cultures; thus, their content and structure were rather strange to 
Western ears. The reproductions showed many changes from the original. 
Some parts were subtracted, others were overelaborated, and still others were 
additions that were completely new. In effect, the participants had built a new 
story upon the memorial ruins of the original. This memorial reconstruction 
was generally more in line with the cultural conceptions of the subjects than 
with the story they had actually heard. For example, certain supernatural plot 



elements were interpreted along more familiar lines. In a variant of the same 
experiment, Bartlett used the method of serial reproduction. A drawing was 
presented to one participant, who reproduced it from memory for the benefit 
of a second, whose reproduction was shown to a third, and so on for a chain of 
up to ten participants [as shown above].159 With this technique (an 
experimental analogue of rumor transmission), each participant’s memorial 
distortion became part of the stimulus for the next one down the line; the 
effect was to grossly amplify the reconstructive alteration. 

 
The important takeaway is not the obvious fact that memory distortions 
occurred, but rather that the kinds of distortions were predictably in the direction 
of what people expect to see rather than simply a fading away of what they saw.160 
Hence, the final drawing of the cat eliminates the unusual, foreign aspects of the 
original drawing in favor of a conventional rendering that would be recognized by 
most people in a Western culture today. 
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My own introduction to this subject came through exposure to the research of 
Elizabeth Loftus, who recognized and demonstrated the implications of the 
workings of human memory for situations such as eyewitness testimony or 
hypnosis, where false presuppositions and suggestions planted after the fact often 
came to be remembered as if they had been part of the original experience. The 
following summary of Loftus’ accomplishments accompanied a 2013 TED talk 
that I highly recommend to anyone interested in this subject:162 
 

Elizabeth Loftus altered the course of legal history by revealing that memory 
is not only unreliable, but also mutable. Since the 1970s, Loftus has created an 
impressive body of scholarly work and has appeared as an expert witness in 



hundreds of courtrooms, bolstering the cases of defendants facing criminal 
charges based on eyewitness testimony, and debunking “recovered memory” 
theories popular at the time, as in her book The Myth of Repressed Memory: 
False Memories and Allegations of Sexual Abuse (with Katherine Ketcham). 
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Loftus’ early experiments on eyewitness testimony showed:164 
 

that when people who witness an event are later exposed to new and 
misleading information about it, their recollections often become distorted. In 
one example, participants viewed a simulated automobile accident at an 
intersection with a stop sign. After the viewing, half the participants received 
a suggestion that the traffic sign was a yield sign. When asked later what 
traffic sign they remembered seeing at the intersection, those who had been 
given the suggestion tended to claim that they had seen a yield sign. Those 
who had not received the phony information were much more accurate in 
their recollection of the traffic sign. 

 
As an undergraduate at the University of Utah, I was invited by David Dodd to 
help carry out a variant of this experiment where we showed that Loftus’ results 
sometimes may have been exaggerated by the way misleading information was 
introduced to her subjects.165 A few years later, after beginning graduate school at 
the University of Washington, I was fortunate to serve as a teaching assistant for 
one of her courses, one of the most engaging I have ever attended. 
 
On one occasion, a purse snatching occurred during the first few minutes of class. 
Unbeknownst to the students, this event had been staged deliberately. As the 
event was unfolding, stooges in the lecture hall shouted out misleading 
information, such as “Grab that guy with the moustache!” although the individual 
fleeing the room had no moustache. Later, when candidates for the “crime” were 
lined up in front of the class, people remembered having seen the moustache on 



the culprit, even though the misleading information had come through verbal 
rather than visual channels. The source of the false information had been 
forgotten and the verbal information had become inextricably associated with the 
visual memory. 
 
The point of the preceding example is to illustrate a small part of the complexity 
and interrelatedness of higher cognitive functions such as learning, memory, 
emotion, and consciousness. The brain is not a simple canvas on which 
experience is passively written and recalled. Those who aspire to someday upload 
a fully functioning human mind to a computer inevitably will have to rely on 
complete, high-fidelity models of the structure and function of the human brain 
in general, and of an individual human brain in particular. Such models do not 
now exist. 
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More than twenty years after my experience as a teaching assistant for Elizabeth 
Loftus, I served with her as part of a 2008 National Academies study of the future 
of cognitive neuroscience and related technologies. As part of our committee’s 
summary on the topic of modeling and building the equivalent of a human brain, 
I wrote the following:167 
 

[Despite the impressive increases in high-end computing], there does not yet 
exist either an adequate and detailed understanding of how … modeling [of 
the human brain] can be done, or a complete model of how the brain interacts 
with complex regulatory and monitoring systems throughout the body. These 
and other difficulties make it highly unlikely that in the next two decades 
anyone could build a neurophysiologically plausible model of the whole brain 
and its array of specialized and general-purpose higher cognitive functions.168 



 
Mark Changizi, an evolutionary neurobiologist, is even more cautious in his 
predictions. In his article entitled “Artificial Brains: Not In This Century” he 
writes:169 
 

Maybe I’m a buzz kill. But I prefer to say that it’s important to kill the bad 
buzz, for it obscures all the justified buzz that’s ahead of us in neuroscience 
and artificial intelligence. And there’s a lot. Building artificial brains may be a 
part of our future — though I’m not convinced — but for the foreseeable, 
century-scale future, I see only fizzle. 

 
 

  



Part 6: Autonomous Weapons and Natural Stupidity 
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One area of technology that is fraught with momentous consequences is the 
proliferation of autonomous weapons — in other words, weapons that have 
significant capabilities for performing sensing, reasoning, and decision-making 
on their own. This was one of many topics that I explored in depth as a member 
of the 2015 Defense Science Board Summer Study on Autonomy.171 While I won’t 
comment on the details of the study nor try to summarize the committee’s 
consensus, I want to share my personal thoughts and concerns about the future 
development and deployment of weapons that are capable of operating more or 
less on their own. Such weapons, available in both the cyber and the physical 
domains, will be increasingly used by adversaries who are not constrained by the 
principles and ethics that are meant to govern US policies in this arena. 
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My interest in this topic has grown over the last fifteen years as our research 
group at the Institute for Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC) has worked on 
technological solutions to the problem of policy-based governance of intelligent 
systems, with a long-term vision that embraces the spirit of Isaac Asimov’s laws 
of robotics.172 We call our digital policy services framework KAoS.173 Significant 
efforts are underway at the world’s largest tech companies “to create a standard 
of ethics around the creation of artificial intelligence.”174 
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Artificial Intelligence as a Pillar of Modern Military Strategy 
 
Over the past fifty years, much of the significant progress in Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) has been due to funding from the United States Department of Defense 
(DoD). The resulting developments in AI can be grouped into three major 
waves:176 
 

1. “The first wave (1950–1970) launched the academic field of computer 
science, opened an era of discovery and set the foundation for signal 
processing, computer vision, computer speech and language 
understanding. 

2. The second wave (1970–1990) saw codification of knowledge in expert 
systems, using rule bases, and beginnings of simple machine inference to 
do reasoning (think things like computer chess), along with exploration of 
computer architectures, specialized for AI applications. 

3. The third wave (1990–present) launched the era of large scale robotics, 
including autonomous machines, along with real breakthroughs in the use 
of neural network architectures, inspired by better understanding of how 
the brain works.” 
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These developments are now seen as so important to the DoD that they have been 
labeled its “third offset strategy.”178 Like the Cold War strategies of nuclear 
deterrence (first offset) and general technological superiority in the face of 
decreasing manpower (second offset), it is hoped that a third offset based on AI 
would provide a decisive advantage for the US military in future 
confrontations.179 
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What Are Some of the Challenges? 
 
Several issues complicate the implementation of the “third offset” by the US 
military, including the fact that research and development of AI is now 
generously funded by (and largely controlled by) private companies rather than 
the DoD and the fact that the United States no longer holds a monopoly on 
significant scientific advances in the field.181 
 
Unlike the nuclear weapons first deployed in World War II, the proliferation of 
autonomous weapons would not be constrained by the difficulties of a given 
nation’s ability in performing sophisticated refinement of rare elements. Rather it 
is being helped along rapidly by the virtually unlimited capacity for just about 
anyone to share and duplicate the needed software using worldwide computer 
networks. In principle, such capabilities could be developed in and sold from 
anyone’s garage — so long as that garage has a good Internet connection. 
 
Unlike nuclear weapons, the development and proliferation of intelligent 
weaponry cannot be easily monitored or banned. There is no need to solve the 



long-term AI problem of general intelligence in order to develop early 
generations of such weapons — only the development of limited-scope 
autonomous capabilities that are custom tailored to specific purposes.182 Like the 
combination of bomb-making parts that, until recently, were cheerfully suggested 
by Amazon’s recommendation algorithms to anyone who asked the right 
questions,183 AI algorithms and code that are “good enough” to include in 
advanced weaponry are widely available everywhere. 
 
Add all this to the fact that “weapons” are no longer confined to specialized 
military hardware or even conventional computers, but can reside and proliferate 
in the billions of connected gadgets of all kinds in our homes, workplaces, and 
public sites. Security for such devices is a daunting prospect.184 Billions of such 
devices are already in use and will easily dwarf the numbers of traditional 
computing devices in the coming few years. According to the Defense Science 
Board report: “This immense, sparsely populated space of interconnected devices 
could serve as a globe-spanning, multi-sensing surveillance system or as a 
platform for massively proliferated, distributed cyber-attacks — or as an 
immense test range for real-world, non-permissive testing of large-scale 
autonomous systems and swarms.”185 
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In previous articles in this series, we have given examples of the overblown 
expectations of scientific researchers about the near-term future of AI. Just to 
prove that others besides researchers can entertain wild speculations, at the 
initial meeting of a National Academies study some years ago, our group was told 



that one of the questions one sponsor had asked us to explore was whether it 
would be possible to develop an autonomous weapon that could fire into a crowd 
and only hit people with hostile thoughts. 
 
Without even entering into the staggering legal and ethical implications of 
developing such a weapon, our committee implicitly answered this question on 
the pure grounds of common sense, based on decades of data: Today, we hardly 
know how to build a good, automatic lie detector, let alone being able to 
recognize a range of specific psychological states for unknown individuals in an 
uncontrolled environment — and (thank heavens!) it’s highly unlikely that the 
needed breakthroughs will happen anytime in the next few decades.187 
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The Rise of Cyber Warfare 
 
Cyber warfare is one of the most underappreciated threats of the modern age. 
Everything in our economy, infrastructure, and personal lives would come to a 
grinding halt were such threats carried out at a large scale. For this reason, the 
DoD has elevated cyber security as a “national priority” and has established well-
funded organizations to carry out its missions, such as the “US Cyber 
Command.”188 
 
The motivation for cyber warfare waged against nations, organizations, and 
individuals is not merely political but is also economic. There is a flourishing 
worldwide “underground economy” that exploits the money to be made in 



“cybercrime, money laundering, and information security” breaches.189 Groups 
with a “motivation to find exploitable defects in widely used [software] … are 
willing to pay anyone who can find and exploit these weaknesses top dollar to 
hand them over, and never speak a word to the companies whose programmers 
inadvertently wrote them into software in the first place.”190 Far from the ideals 
of the Internet pioneers who imagined open access to informationå across all 
borders, we are facing the future of a “splinternet” fragmented by geopolitics and 
commercial interests.191 
 
Following hard on the heels of the enormous destructive power of two major 
hurricanes, damaging wildfires, and an 8.1 magnitude earthquake in Mexico, was 
the news of the September 7, 2017 theft of detailed personal and financial 
information at Equifax. This cyber disaster affected the lives and credit of up to 
143 million people in the United States.192 It has been called “one of the gravest 
breaches in history,”193 but it is barely a drop in the bucket in the sea of 
information already available online about individuals. It provides a small 
foretaste of what portend to be greater confusions and disruptions of people’s 
private and public lives ahead.194 
 
Consider not only individual mavericks who manipulate online information for 
personal profit or political ends, but more importantly the increasing number of 
well-financed and carefully targeted efforts to create misinformation, invent false 
identities, and disrupt critical infrastructure with the goal of “wreak[ing] havoc 
all around the Internet — and in real-life American communities.”195 For 
example, as early as 2008 the DoD publicly disclosed information “from multiple 
regions outside the United States, of cyber intrusions into utilities, followed by 
extortion demands. … We have information that cyberattacks have been used to 
disrupt power equipment in several regions outside the United States.”196 
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IHMC’s Sol cyber framework, here using simulated data, shows one of the 
approaches our research team developed in response to a government request to 
address the (impossible) challenge of visualizing and interacting with the entire 
Internet in real time so as to make sense of whatever important events were going 
on at the moment.197 We have had a “live,” real-time version of such a display 
continuously working on IHMC’s own network for some years now. As you watch 
the “live” display, the graphics make it easy to see continuous waves of attacks 
from around the world attempt to penetrate our relatively obscure and 
unimportant website. 
 
The patented design of this and similar IHMC-developed displays exploit specific, 
subtle properties of human perception and cognition, allowing large numbers of 
interesting events to pop out and be assimilated by the ambient vision system.198 
In the image, you can see a projection of a world map at the top, with various 
patterns of attack moving downward toward the company network at the bottom, 
belonging to a specific victim and its primary financial institution. 
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The Future of Artificial Intelligence 
 
Our design philosophy for Sol was consistent with the emphasis of our research 
group on creating systems that enable human-agent-robot teamwork (HART) 
rather than developing Artificial Intelligence capabilities that are meant to work 
more or less on their own. A good illustration of the more common way of 
thinking in the standalone AI approach can be found in the work of Alan Turing. 
Turing, a famous early computer scientist, asked the question, “Can machines 



think?” He laid out an experiment in the form of a game.199 The challenger in the 
game is given the task of comparing the separate answers of a human and a 
machine in order to determine which is which. 
 
By way of contrast to Turing’s game, our question has been “Can humans and 
machines think together?” The challenge in designing Sol was not to determine 
whether a machine could be so sophisticated that it could fool a human. Instead, 
Sol was designed as an early experiment in blurring the line between human and 
machine thinking — to understand what it might be like someday for humans and 
machines to be working together so closely and that it would seem as if the 
parties were thinking together.200 To this end, the visual innovations of Sol were 
combined with software agents that were designed to collaborate with cyber 
analysts, working together to make sense of complex situations in rapid, real 
time.201 Because cyber attacks can occur in microseconds, the responsibility for 
the most rapid kinds of reactions must be assigned to the agents while 
deliberative aspects of sensemaking and decision-making can benefit from a 
combination of human and machine abilities. 
 
While mainstream researchers in Artificial Intelligence usually reject the 
prospects of an AI explosion, singularity, or apocalypse such as those popularized 
in the media,202 they have been thinking more deeply of late about the future of 
AI. As a result of this thinking, there has been a recent proliferation of research 
institutions,203 studies,204 articles,205 books,206 blogs,207 and open letters of 
concern208 to help assure that both the short- and long-term trajectories of AI 
research will follow directions that are both safe and beneficial to society. Far 
from being the neo-Luddites these researchers are sometimes painted to be,209 
they are some of the top minds in the field, believers in the potential of AI for the 
good of humankind.210 
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Combatting Natural Stupidity 
 
Now our brief tour of AI must come to an end. It’s been exciting for me over the 
years to see many of the breakthroughs we used to call Artificial Intelligence 
become assimilated as ordinary, ho-hum parts of mainstream computer science 
and engineering.211 I share much of the optimism of President Gordon B. 
Hinckley who, like his predecessors, rejected unsound extrapolations of scripture 
and statements of Church leaders to justify apocalyptic panic in the face of 
natural disasters and technological advances.212 He said: 
 

[The twentieth century] has been the best of all centuries. … The fruits of 
science have been manifest everywhere. … This is an age of greater 
understanding and knowledge. … This has been an age of enlightenment. The 
miracles of modern medicine, of travel, of communication are almost beyond 
belief.213 
 

I believe that the fruits of science and technology are divine gifts to which it is 
appropriate to apply the observation given in D&C 59:20: “And it pleaseth God 
that he hath given all these things unto man; for unto this end were they made to 
be used, with judgment, not to excess, neither by extortion.” 
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Do I ever lose sleep over the future of Artificial Intelligence? Only rarely, and 
that’s usually when I’m wrestling with a solution to some interesting problem. 
However, that is not to say that I don’t sometimes lose sleep over the future in 
general — for related reasons that are best illustrated by Boyd Petersen’s account 
of an incident involving the late Hugh Nibley:215 
 

One day in the early 1950s, Hugh Nibley’s teaching assistant Curtis Wright 
found Hugh leaning over his desk, reading from the Book of Mormon, and 
laughing. Wright asked Hugh Nibley what was so funny, and he responded 
that he had discovered an error in the Book of Mormon. “You did, huh?” 
Wright asked. “That’s interesting. Let me see it.” 
 
Hugh handed the scriptures over to Wright and pointed to Alma 42:10, which 
says that humans are “carnal, sensual, and devilish, by nature.” Wright read 
the passage and demanded, “Well, what’s the matter with that?” … Wright was 
beginning to think that Hugh might be ridiculing the Book of Mormon. “So I 
got a little defensive,” says Wright. Unable to conceal his contempt, Wright 
demanded, “How’s it a mistake?” 
 
He responded, “Well, look at Alma, he says that all mankind is carnal, sensual, 
and devilish by nature. And he should’ve said they were carnal, sensual, 
devilish, and stupid.” 
 



No, I don’t worry too much about the future of Artificial Intelligence, but I do 
over the consequences of natural stupidity. When Artificial Intelligence meets 
natural stupidity, unfortunate things can happen. “I am grateful to know,” wrote 
Truman G. Madsen, “that Jesus Christ suffered not only for our sins but for our 
stupid mistakes.”216 And through the Atonement of Jesus Christ, declared Elder 
Jeffrey R. Holland, “we can escape the consequences of both sin and stupidity — 
our own or that of others — in whatever form they may come to us in the course 
of daily living.”217 
 
May God grant that we may read and understand the fine print in the hype cycles, 
discern the “designs which do and will exist in the hearts of conspiring men in the 
last days,”218 and, most important of all, rely on divine wisdom and grace to help 
overcome our natural stupidity is my prayer. 
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genuine,’ wheezed the old man. ‘Seems like all the stories told these days are 
either about me or Mae West” (A. Fife et al., Saints, p. 314). Cf. E. A. Eliason, J. 
Golden Kimball Stories, p. 67. 
6 See the full title of Y. Berra, Yogi Book. 
7 See Seven Deadly Heresies; A. C. Clarke, Future Isn't (article). Clarke was 
prescient in anticipating many future developments. 
8 S. Jobs, Future Isn't. See Y. Heisler, In 1983 Speech for many examples of what 
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9 For a popular summary of initial evidence of some of the complex physiological, 
social, and cultural changes that technology is working upon us, see, e.g., S. 
Greenfield, Mind Change. 
10 A. C. Clarke, Future Isn't (article), p. 4. 
11 Paul Valéry: 
http://www.katakrak.net/sites/default/files/events/paul_valery.jpg (see also 
https://quoadsubjectum.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/paulvalery3.jpg, 
http://www.aphorism4all.com/images/1355814906.jpg) 
12 The biography of Valéry on the website of “The Poetry Foundation” 
summarizes (Paul Valéry (1871-1945), Paul Valéry (1871-1945)): 

Paul Valéry occupies a position in the history of French letters that is at once 
strategic and highly problematic. Critics have affixed to him various labels, all 
of them partially correct. He has been called the last French symbolist, the 
first post-symbolist, a masterful classical prosodist, an advocate of logical 
positivism, and a cerebral narcissist. … [H]e is understood as having broken 
away from symbolism, as having rejected the cult of poetry for its own sake in 
favor of a cult of the mind. These views need not be contradictory. … 
Some facts about Valéry might predict a less than faultless comportment on 
Valéry’s part during World War II and France’s occupation by Germany: first, 
he had been 



																																																																																																																																																																					
quietly but strongly “anti-Dreyfusard” during the famous Dreyfus affair … 
Furthermore, Valéry was also friendly with Marshal Philippe Petain, one of 
the leaders of France’s pro-German Vichy government. 
However, the poet did prove sympathetic to the Free French Movement led by 
General Charles de Gaulle, and of the Nazis he wrote in “War Economy for the 
Mind”: “As for our enemies, we, and the whole world, know that their politics 
with regard to the mind has been reduced or limited for ten years to 
repressing the developments of intelligence, to depreciating the value of pure 
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themselves to these things, to favoring, even as far as endowed chairs and 
laboratories, worshippers of the idol to the detriment of independent creators 
of spiritual richness, and they have imposed on the arts as on the sciences the 
utilitarian ends which a power founded on declamations and terror pursues.” 

13 **error**March 9 found one earlier occurrence of this saying than Valéry’s: 
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a Private Correspondence on Reality” by Laura Riding and Robert Graves. The 
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The human mind has reached the end of temporal progress: the future is 
not what it used to be, and people talk with less and less progenitive self-
precipitation into the future, and behave with more and more fatally 
decisive immediacy. The future, that is, contains nothing but scientific 
development. It is an involuntary spending and manipulation of physical 
forces, empty of consciousness: it no longer matters. 

In 1950, Mordecai M. Kaplan wrote: “Men say the future isn’t what it used to be. 
Neither is the past. Both are in need of reconstruction, if we are to have a livable 
present” (M. M. Kaplan, Random Thoughts, cited in C. C. Doyle et al., The 
Dictionary of Modern Proverbs, p. 90). 
14 P. Valéry, Our Destiny, pp. 135, 143-144.  
15 Ibid., p. 142. 
16 Luke 20:30-31. 
17 L. D. d. L. Rochefoucauld, Maxims, 93, p. 29. L. D. d. L. Rochefoucauld, 
Maxims, 93, p. 21: « Les vieillards aiment à donner de bons préceptes, pour se 
consoler de n'être plus en état de donner de mauvais exemples. » 
18 D&C 88:118; 109:7, 14. 
19 http://i.huffpost.com/gen/3052140/images/o-PEELING-ORANGE-
facebook.jpg 
20 Image licensed from www.shutterstock.com.  Image reference 67038073 
21 See www.ihmc.us/groups/jbradshaw/. 
22 For a summary of some of the unique aspects of IHMC’s approach to the 
DARPA Robotic Challenge, written for the general reader, see M. Johnson et al., 



																																																																																																																																																																					
Seven Cardinal Virtues. For a video presentation that includes a description of 
the application of the principles of coactive design to the DARPA Robotic 
Challenge, see J. M. Bradshaw et al., Lessons Learned. For a detailed description 
of coactive design, see M. Johnson et al., Coactive Design. 
23 H. Neubauer, Curious Moments, p. 634. Image licensed from Black Star / 
Alamy Stock Photo, Image Reference A2Y241. 
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25 From A. Salamon, Why Startup Founders. 
26 Many of the thoughts in this section are drawn from and paraphrased from 
ibid.. 
27 I don’t know who first came up with this version of the saying, but it was not 
the Duc de La Rochefoucauld, to whom so many places on the Web attribute it 
falsely. I like this particular wording of the sentiment, which came from a talk I 
heard Elder Maxwell give in 1978 (N. A. Maxwell, The stern but sweet seventh 
commandment (Devotional, Salt Lake Institute of Religion, 8 December 1978), p. 
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Advancement of Science, Liverpool Meeting, 14 September 1870 (T. H. Huxley et 
al., Scientific Memoirs 3, p. 580; T. H. Huxley, Biogenesis and Abiogenesis, p. 
244): “But the great tragedy of Science — the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis by 
an ugly fact — which is so constantly being enacted under the eyes of 
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Needham.” 
See also the famous statement by John Adams in his 1770 legal defense of British 
soldiers involved in the Boston Massacre (G. O'Toole, Facts Are Stubborn Things, 
emphasis added): 

I will enlarge no more on the evidence, but submit it to you, gentlemen — 
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or the dictates of our passions, they cannot alter the state of facts and 
evidence: nor is the law less stable than the fact. If an assault was made to 
endanger their lives, the law is clear, they had right kill in their own defence. 

Several earlier versions of the phrase “Facts are stubborn things” are known, 
going back to 1713 (ibid.). Joseph Smith uses “Facts are stubborn things” in the 
title of a Times and Seasons article (see J. Smith, Jr., Teachings, 15 September 
1842, p. 266). 
28 As Anna Solomon described it A. Salamon, Why Startup Founders: 

It’s easy to point to the value in euphoria and optimism. You get lots of code 
written, recruit lots of funding and talent, write a perfect draft — it’s the part 
of the cycle where you’re drawn to working seventy hour weeks, checking off 
each and every item from your to-do list. But the “down” parts often feel like 
they’re pointless at best, and dangerous or counterproductive at worst. … In 
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hang on to the momentum — why they insisted on taking us through stupid 
detours of despair or shame before returning us back to apparent “forward 
motion.” 
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34 For a link to the video of Sebastian Thrun’s presentation, see 
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Sheridan (MIT), Dirk Helbing (ETH Zurich), Catholijn Jonker (TU Delft) and I 
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summarized in R. Lindner, Google Warning: 
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